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Disclaimer 
This document is intended to aid the preparation of the Neighbourhood Plan, and can be used to guide decision making and as evidence to 

support Plan policies, if the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group so chooses. It is not a neighbourhood plan policy document and may become 

superseded by more recent information.  If any party can demonstrate that any of the evidence presented herein is inaccurate or out of 

date, such evidence can be presented to the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group at the consultation stage. Where evidence from elsewhere 

conflicts with this report, the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group should decide what policy position to take in the Neighbourhood Plan 

and that judgement should be documented so that it can be defended at the Examination stage. 
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1. Executive summary 

The Housing Needs Assessment (HNA) forms the basis for assessing the future housing need of 

existing and future residents of Wellow Parish and determining the appropriate number of new 

homes and their size, type and tenure. 

This document summarises the findings of the HNA but should be read in conjunction with the 

HNA: Technical Report which provides the detail of how these summaries were reached along 

with methodology, background and policy information. 

The table below sets out the outcomes of the identified objectives of the Wellow 

Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group, more detailed conclusions follow. 

 

1.1. Conclusions – Housing Quantum 

A minimum of 588 homes (36 per annum) are to be brought forward in the rural area of 

Northern Test Valley (which includes Wellow Parish) within the plan period (2011-2029), of 

which 200 homes are to be affordable. No housing is planned in the New Forest National Park 

area within the parish.  

There are two approaches to calculating housing figures for Neighbourhood Plans, one is based 

on a ‘top down’ national government approach with standard calculations, which are then 

Objectives Outcome 

Number of houses required 58 houses within the Local Plan period of 2016 

– 2029. Once extant permissions and 

completions have been taken into account, this 

leaves an outstanding quantum of 22 dwellings 

to be found up to 2029. 

Type of housing / Size of houses  2- and 3-bedroom homes for those looking to 

downsize and for those seeking to join the 

property market 

Market and affordable / Tenure Market homes for those downsizing and 

affordable homes for those seeking to join the 

property market 

Specialised needs housing Life time homes ensuring adaptability for all 

ages 
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adjusted for each planning authority and then to each parish. The other is a ‘bottom up’, local 

approach looking at detailed data and influences.  The top down approach can also be used as a 

benchmark figure by a parish and can be used where the Local Planning Authority do not 

allocate a specific quantum. 

If Wellow Parish (not included the area within of the New Forest National Park) were to adopt 

a “fair share” of the Borough housing requirement approach, based on population, and 

factoring in locally specific considerations and relevant market signals, it would amount to 58 

homes to the end of the Local Plan Period (2029) or 3.2 per annum.  

Considering completions and permissions during the Local Plan Period, Wellow’s “fair share” 

of future development is a further 22 dwellings until 2029. 

It should be noted that housing completions/ extant permissions only includes where there is a 

net gain in dwelling numbers i.e. a replacement dwelling does not include a net gain in 

numbers. These date from 2011 and total 36 dwellings (at the time of writing February 2021). 

It is important to note that whichever approach is used, the adjustments lead to a similar 

outcome in terms of the overall number of dwellings required in the Parish. 

 

1.2. Conclusions – Size, Tenure and Development type 

1.2.1. Size 

The current housing stock is dominated by 4+ bedroom, detached owner-occupied properties 

with a limited availability of 2–3 bedroom dwellings. 

There are significantly higher underoccupancy rates in Wellow compared to Test Valley as a 

whole, with an average of 2.1 people per household.  

This has led to a stagnation in the market as there is limited opportunity for those seeking to 

downsize, thus a lack of larger family homes becoming available and so stalling the natural 

progression for established individuals seeking to move on from their first homes. 

This therefore means there is a lack of appropriate 2–3 bedroom properties to allow those 

downsizing to move and for those seeking to move up the property ladder.  

A range of housing should be provided for the ageing population, the working population and 

young families.  
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1.2.2. Tenure 

House prices are higher in Wellow than in Test Valley due to this limited stock and the 

desirability of the area, therefore affordability is a key issue, particularly for first time buyers.  

A range of housing is therefore required within the Wellow Parish namely affordable housing 

for first-time buyers and appropriate adaptable market housing for those wishing to downsize. 

This would allow the housing market to naturally progress and reduce the current under 

occupancy rates. 

Affordable housing could be provided through a rural exception site. 

1.2.3. Development type 

The outcome of the resident’s survey of the Parish suggests there is a local preference for small 

scale development to provide future new homes within the existing settlements.  Should an 

affordable home rural exception site be considered necessary it should also be small in scale, 

not exceeding nine homes. 
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2. Introduction 

2.1. Background  

The Parish of Wellow in Test Valley Borough is preparing a Neighbourhood Plan. The Steering 

Group for the Plan agreed in July 2020 that the Neighbourhood Plan Team should report on 

housing needs in the form of a Housing Needs Assessment (HNA). A Housing Needs Survey had 

been conducted in late 2019 by Action Hampshire  

Wellow Parish lies in the southern part of Test Valley Borough. Part of the Parish, south of the 

A36 trunk road, is within the New Forest National Park. Thus, the Parish comes under two local 

planning authorities (see inset map). The Parish has a total area of 1566 hectares. 

 

Figure 1: Inset map of the Parish of Wellow showing the boundary of the New Forest National Park 

Wellow is the largest Parish measured by population within the rural Test Valley with a 

population of around 3,300. The population is mainly concentrated in the southern part of the 

Parish (Figure 1). There are three designated Settlement Areas for planning purposes all lying to 

the north of the A36, West Wellow village, School Road and Whinwhistle Road1. West Wellow is 

the largest settlement area with around 600 dwellings, School Road has around 80 dwellings 

and Whinwhistle Road nearly 200 dwellings. Within the National Park there are approximately 

180 dwellings mainly in the low-density settlement known as Canada. Other settled areas are 

                                                             
1 Sometimes referred to as “East Wellow” although strictly East Wellow is all of the eastern part of the Parish 

New Forest 

Boundary  

Parish 

Boundary  

Settlement 

Areas 
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along the Romsey Road and the A36 between East and West Wellow. In the north of the Parish 

on either side of the A27 there are other small settlements at Shootash, The Frenches and 

Embley Park. The remainder of the area is characterised by scattered rural settlements. In all 

there are just under 1,400 settlements in the Parish. 

2.2. Aim and objectives of the Housing Needs Assessment 

The aim of the HNA is to determine the quantitative and qualitative housing need for Wellow 

Parish for the duration of the Neighbourhood Plan 2020-2035 and to make recommendations 

based on the evidence presented or cited. 

The objectives are to determine the: 

 Number of houses required 

 Type of housing 

 Tenure  

 Market and affordable housing 

 Size of houses 

 Specialised needs for housing. 

In meeting these objectives, the report: 

 Identifies issues relating to each of the aspects given above 

 Provides evidence for the factors driving housing demand  

 Presents and interprets the housing needs of residents in Wellow Parish based 

primarily on the Housing Needs Survey (HNS) supplemented by an earlier residents’ 

survey 

 Describes current housing trends based on existing secondary evidence. 
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3. Housing provision as set out in the Local Plans for Test Valley and 

New Forest National Park: Summary 

 Neither local planning authority under current Local Plans has set a specific housing 

requirement for their respective areas within Wellow Parish. 

o Test Valley Borough Council (TVBC) prescribe a minimum of 36 homes per annum, up 

to and including 2029, for the Rural Parishes in the Northern Test Valley which includes 

Wellow, outside the National Park. There is no directive as to how to divide this 

housing requirement between the various parishes. 

o New Forest National Park (NFNP) has not set any requirement for the area within 

Wellow Parish and, with certain exceptions, is not planning for any further housing to 

be developed. There is in fact a 400m buffer from the edge of the New Forest Special 

Protection Area (SPA) in place where the housing is considered inappropriate due to 

the adverse impact it would have on the designation. This area is shown on the plan 

below and covers part of the Test Valley Area (see figure below). 

 

Figure 1 – Plan of the 400m buffer zone beyond the New Forest SPA – marked in red. The area north of the 

A36 is outside of the National Park and within Test Valley Borough 
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 Due to the lack of housing expectation within the National Park the housing requirements for 

Wellow Parish is expected to accord with TVBC’s planning strategy in terms of housing 

numbers. 

o Any calculation for housing provision starting in 2020 needs to consider: 

 the number of dwellings built between 2011 and the current date, 

 the number dwellings already started; and  

 the number of dwellings with planning approval or within consideration 

of the Council. 

o Housing provisions in the rural parishes within Test Valley are expected from infill 

within settlements, conversions, community led development and rural exception 

sites. 

 

 TVBC has set a target of 200 affordable homes per year (34% of their annual target figure for 

providing new homes) Pro rata, this would mean 12 of the 36 to be built in the rural parishes 

(not Wellow alone) each year would be affordable.  

 

 The Test Valley Borough Council’s Housing Strategy for the next five years places much 

emphasis on provision of affordable housing and also the needs of people over 55. 

 

 TVBC emerging local plan has not drafted any housing requirement figures or housing polices 

to date.  

o Based upon the use of current data the starting point for the housing requirement 

would be 550 dwellings per annum i.e. very near the existing requirement.  

o There are some indications that more housing might have to be taken away from the 

main urban areas i.e. Andover and Romsey. 
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4. Key findings from Wellow Parish Housing Needs Survey (HNS) 

2019: Summary 

 Returns were received from 39% of those households receiving the questionnaire  

o Over-represented groups: 

 The 65 and over age group 

o Under-represented groups: 

 The 16-44 age group 

 Those who rent 

 Those seeking affordable housing 

o Due to this not being a random sample, results should be viewed in this context 

 

 The current housing mix is predominately detached, larger dwellings 

o Over 50% of dwellings have 4+ bedrooms  

o 15% are bungalows 

 

 The average occupancy rate was 2.1 people per household representing an under-occupation 

 

 Limited requirements for rental either affordable or market 

o TVBC housing register shows 37 households with local connections to Wellow 

requiring affordable housing to rent. It should be noted that this does not reflect 

the Parish HNS results. 

o Only 5 households seeking to move within the Parish would consider renting. 

 

 Key reasons for seeking to move within the Parish, in order of preferential frequency:  

1. Those seeking to downsize to a smaller property (bungalows or detached 

dwellings, 2-3 bedrooms, lifetime homes) 

2. Those seeking to enter the property market to rent or buy (predominantly 1 

bedroom dwellings for affordability reasons) 

3. Those seeking a larger home for a growing family 

 

 Housing need priorities 

1= First time buyers  

1=  Older persons seeking to downsize 
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2= Affordable homes 

2= Houses for families  

5. Neighbourhood Plan Area characteristics: Summary 

 Population conclusions  

o As of the 2011 Census data: 

 Total population 3308 in 1400 dwellings 

 11.5% of the population residing within the National Park (approximately 

180 dwellings) 

 Over a 1/3rd of the population were aged 60+ years 

 Nearly 2/3rd of households had only 2 occupants 

 22.4% of the population were retired (Test Valley average of 15.5%) 

 11% of the population travelled over 30kms for work, 35% 10kms – 

30kms, 29% less then 10kms with 35% working from home 

 Over 75% used a private vehicle to travel to work 

o Projections predict a growth to 3350 in 2021, which is still -1.8% lower than the 

population in 2001  

o Determining factors for low population growth 

 Lack of increase in housing stock 

 Ageing households where younger generations have left but occupants 

have not downsized 

 Household makeup in comparison to Test Valley as a whole (2011 census figures) 

o 15% more households where all occupants are 65+ years in Wellow compared to 

Test Valley 

o 6% of households are social renting and 6% private renting in Wellow compared 

to 14% and 13% respectively in Test Valley 

o 980 properties in Wellow are detached which proportionally doubles that 

within Test Valley 

o 7% of all dwellings are flats within Wellow compared with the 13% average for 

the Test Valley 

o Significantly a higher proportion of occupied caravans and mobile homes in 

Wellow compared to Test Valley due to a number of well-established large static 

mobile home park, seasonal workers (where they are counted) and other rural 

worker’s accommodation. 
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 Housing stock conclusions 

 Bungalows are an important component of the housing mix, estimated at 12 – 

14% of the dwellings within Wellow   

 Over 25% of properties have 3 bedrooms and 50% have 4+ bedrooms  

 Since 2011 the majority of new dwellings built are larger, detached properties 

along with a proportion of one-bedroom annexes 

 Since 2011, 36 new dwellings have been built (all within the TVBC area and not 

the New Forest) 

 

 House price conclusions 

o House prices in Wellow are 61% higher than the Test Valley average but lower 

than surrounding rural parishes 

o This is because  

(i) the average size of houses being larger 

(ii) a willingness to pay for the amenity of living in a rural area in close 

proximity to the New Forest  

(iii) ease of access to the motorway and large employment centres.  

o The number of rental properties is low with market rents comparable with those 

in Romsey and the surrounding area. 

o House prices are unlikely to be affordable for first-time buyers on average 

incomes 

o Rental costs mean those on average incomes are unlikely to be able to rent 

anything above a one- or two-bedroom house.  
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6. Factors Impacting Housing Need: Summary 

6.1. Impact of market signals 

The market factors and other factors affecting housing need in the Neighbourhood Plan area 

suggest an increased housing need of 21.98%. This in itself is broadly similar to the identified 

Borough level of increase of 22%.  

Market Signals support the delivery of 58 dwellings over the plan period within Wellow. During 

the period of the plan 2020-2029. However, when considering that there are 36 properties with 

permission, are under construction or have been constructed in the period of 2011/12- to 

present, the net requirement falls from 58 to 22 dwellings for the Neighbourhood Plan Area for 

the remainder of the Neighbourhood Plan Period. 

It should also be noted that there is some ambiguity with regard to the Local Plan Period, with a 

potential overlap up to 2035. For the purposes of the HNA however, the calculations are until 

2029, the current Adopted Local Plan period. This could however be projected forward where 

required for any overlap. Additional housing would however not be considered until toward the 

end of the period and could be kept under review, with appropriate triggers set out in the 

Neighbourhood Plan itself. 

 

6.2. From the profile of the Neighbourhood Plan Area 

The housing stock in the Neighbourhood Area is larger properties, with 3 or more bedrooms 

and are predominately detached and semi-detached properties. These properties tend to be 

owner occupied/ owned with a mortgage. Households are families and older people living on 

their own.  

In the Neighbourhood Plan Area, the population deceased by 3.2% in 2001 and 2011 and is 

projected to be below the 2001 population figure in 2021, in contrast to projected high growth 

rates in Test Valley Borough and Hampshire (17.0% and 12.5% in 2021 respectively).   

The ageing population in the Neighbourhood Plan Area will increase the need for specialist 

housing. This is also evidenced by the Parish HNS results. Older persons are also more likely to 

under-occupy homes, which is shown much higher than the Borough as a whole.  

The Neighbourhood Plan Area is in a rural location with few local employers and those of a 

working age may be required to commute. The desirability of the area and the price/size of 
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housing is attractive to older, retired persons; however, means that younger adults and families 

find it difficult to remain or relocate to Wellow. Smaller, family homes are required.  

Income levels are higher in the Neighbourhood Plan Area than the region. Current market 

values for properties reflect the size of the properties on the market and the desirability of the 

location. Income levels mean that people may meet mortgage requirements, however first-time 

buyers are likely to struggle to raise deposits and meet mortgage criteria.  

Local opinions show a high level of interest and commitment from local people towards their 

Parish and the development of a Neighbourhood Plan.  

6.3. TVBC Local Plan 

The Next Local Plan: Refined Issues and Options Consultation 2020 ended in August 2020 and 

the Council is currently considering responses.  TVBC recognises that meeting future housing 

needs appropriately is one of the greatest challenges for the next Local Plan, and states that the 

right number of homes, of the right type and in the right locations should be provided.  

The Council intends to use the Government’s standard methodology in calculating the Local 

Plan requirement, unless there is ‘compelling evidence’ that an alternative requirement is 

justified or the standard methodology figure cannot be accommodated within Test Valley. 

Additional housing will be made up of new allocations and existing housing supply from sites 

which already have planning permission.  

Provision of housing through neighbourhood plans (and other community led development) will 

be taken into account.  

A wider distribution of housing across a larger number of settlements was supported in the 

‘Issues and Options’ consultation, and included provision of housing sites across the rural areas 

to a number of villages, together with a wider range of smaller site allocations. The NPPF 

(paragraph 68) requires a minimum of 10% of the Local Plan’s housing provision to be on sites 

of 1 hectare or less.   

There are no specific allocation sites within the rural area of the Borough in the current adopted 

Local Plan, although a requirement of 36 dwellings pa is included as part of the Northern Test 

Valley requirement. This would be delivered through infill within settlements, conversions, 

community led development and rural exception sites. The future scale of growth for the rural 

area is being considered in the next Local Plan and at the time of writing is yet to be 

determined.  
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It is recognised that Neighbourhood Plans have the potential to play a significant role in 

providing housing to meet local needs and sustain rural communities. Strategic sites would 

need to be allocated through the next Local Plan, but it is understood that these are likely to be 

directed toward larger settlements. 

The NPPF (paragraph 65) requires strategic policies to set out a housing requirement for 

designated neighbourhood area which reflects the scale of development and any relevant 

allocations. Planning Policy Guidance provides further detail on how housing requirement for a 

neighbourhood area should be set. Housing figures could be a minimum number and increased 

as a result of local evidence, a range, or a target figure.  

Neighbourhood plan provision would likely to be delivered in the latter part of the plan period 

(although this may depend on the site size and dwelling numbers). It should be noted however 

that the existing adopted Local Plan settlement hierarchy and settlement boundaries will be 

reviewed in the next Local Plan.  

Affordable housing provision to meet local needs is a key priority. A new Housing Strategy for 

the Borough was published in 2020 and runs to 2025. A revised Strategic Housing Market 

Assessment (SHMA) is also to be commissioned to assess the need for affordable housing and 

for housing to meet the particular needs of specific groups, including older people.  
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7. Conclusions 

This document has been produced to provide an evidence base by which to understand the 

local housing requirements of the Parish.  

TVBC have not provided a housing figure for the Parish and are promoting a local data, rather 

than an ‘top down’ approach based on the findings of locally specific housing needs surveys. 

This information will be used in conjunction with their own findings on their emerging Local 

Plan. As the latter is still at an early stage, the work undertaken by the Parish is the most up to 

date and detailed available. 

Although the NPPF advocates that LPAs provide a figure, without such number, this assessment 

has sought to follow the approach as recommended in the most up to date guidance at the time 

of writing. 

Based on this, it is recommended that under the Adopted Local Plan figures, that 58 dwellings 

(3.2 per annum) would be required over the Local Plan period up to 2029 (calculated since 

2011).  

This is modified by both completion data and the influence of market signals and other local 

information. Since 2011 there have been 36 completions, which leaves an outstanding 22 

dwellings to be sought under the current methodology up to 2029 (3.2 per annum). 
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8. Recommendations for next steps 

This HNA provides Wellow Parish with evidence of the quantum and range of housing 

projections through assessment of the housing trends and issues using both primary and 

secondary sources.  

The information within this assessment can be used to develop draft housing policies and it is 

recommended that the following steps are considered: - 

- That draft policies should have regard to all Neighbourhood Planning Basic Conditions 

namely: 

A: have regard to national policies and advice and guidance issued by the Secretary 

of State; 

D: that the neighbourhood plan contributes towards achieving sustainable 

development; and 

E: conformity with strategic policies within the relevant adopted development 

plan(s). 

- That the view of the relevant local planning authority is sought in relation to any 

proposed housing quantum to ensure strategic policy compliance; 

- The view of local residents and stakeholders is considered in formulation of any housing 

policy; 

This HNA is a snapshot in time of the housing position in relation to Wellow Parish and as such 

should be periodically revisited should there be changes in national, regional or local planning 

policy in relation to housing need and provision, or local circumstances change. 


